THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA
(Garôta De Ipanema)

(Suggested Staging)

SAXES up at letter C to 4th measure at letter D
SAXES up one measure before letter F to letter H
1st TRUMBOONE up one measure before letter H to
5th measure of letter H
1st TRUMPET up 5th measure of letter H to letter I
SAXES up at letter I to letter J

Music by ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM
English Words by NORMAN GHABEL
Original Words by VINICIUS DE MORAES
Arranged by Glenn Osser
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1st Eb Alto Saxophone

Moderate Bossa-Nova
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3rd Eb ALTO SAXOPHONE
Moderate Bossa-Nova
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3rd A L T O S A X
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THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA
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Music by ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM
English Words by NORMAN GIMBEL
Original Words by VINICIUS DE MORAES
Arranged by Glenn Osser

2nd - Bb TENOR SAXOPHONE

Moderate Bossa-Nova
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4th TENOR SAX

SUB-TONE SOLO
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"2nd TRIO"
THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA
(Garota De Ipanema)

PIANO (ACCORDION)
Moderate Bossa-Nova (d=76)

Music by ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM
English Words by NORMAN GIMBEL
Original Words by VINICIUS DE MORAES
Arranged by Glenn Osser
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Piano Solo
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